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Characteristics of the Superconducting Field
Winding of an HTS Wind Turbine Generator

During a Short Circuit Fault
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Abstract—High temperature superconducting generators
(HTSGs) have great potential of high power density for future
large direct-drive wind turbines. As synchronous machines,
HTSGs have rapid rise of field currents during a sudden short
circuit fault which cause AC losses in the HTS tapes. This paper
applies H-A formulation of Maxwell equations for finite element
simulation of electromagnetic behavior of a 10 MW, 9.6 rpm
HTSGs. The model is integrated to a short circuit model to
calculate the characteristics of the HTS field winding, such as
field currents and AC losses during a three-phase no-load short
circuit fault at the armature winding terminal. Two HTSG designs
are compared. The n value characterizing the sharpness of the
superconducting-resistive state transition of the HTS tape and
the number of armature winding segments are analyzed as key
variables. The result indicates high AC losses are produced but
more armature winding segments can effectively reduce the AC
loss and the field current. A lower n value can also lower the AC
loss level but only for the non-magnetic rotor design. The field
current is not affected by the n value for both HTSG designs.

Index Terms—AC loss, H-formulation, HTS, short circuit,
superconducting generator, wind turbine.

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH temperature superconducting generators (HTSGs)
have great potential to be a high power density solution for

future large direct-drive wind turbines. They will become quite
competitive and then commercialized when the cost of HTS
wires largely drops [1]–[4]. HTSGs are synchronous machines
so they also possess the transient characteristics of synchronous
machines during a sudden short circuit fault at the three-phase
terminals. One essential characteristic is the rapid rise of field
currents as illustrated in Fig. 1. Such rising of currents has no
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significant impact on copper conductors but challenges the safe
operation of HTS materials. AC losses will then be produced
as the increased current may approach or exceed the supercon-
ductor’s critical current, leading to resistive losses in the super-
conductor or even a quench, where the superconducting state is
completely suppressed. Moreover, the changing magnetic field
generates AC losses in the superconductor, which in turn may
generate heat and the critical current is further decreased as the
temperature increases. The multi-physics analysis of AC losses
is thus of pivotal importance in design of superconducting gener-
ators. Previous studies on transients characterization for HTSGs
did not model the superconductivity, e.g. non-linear resistivity
of the superconductor as shown in (1), but used a nearly-zero
constant conductivity with only A-formulation [5]–[9]. Models
that consider the non-linear resistivity need to be developed for
transients study of HTSGs since the resistivity may limit the
current rise but produce considerable AC losses that may cause
temperature rise or damage the HTS winding.

This paper applies H-A formulation to model HTSGs for
a 10 MW direct-drive wind turbine [10]–[13]. The model is
integrated to a short circuit model to calculate the characteristics
of the HTS field winding, such as field currents and AC losses
during a three-phase short circuit fault. Two generator designs,
namely fully iron-core (FIC) and non-magnetic rotor (NMR),
as most considered in conceptual designs and demonstration
projects are compared [14]–[19]. The n value of the non-linear
resistivity of HTS tapes as given by (1) and the number of
armature winding segments are analyzed as key variables.

II. MODELING OF HTSGS WITH H-A FORMULATION

An HTSG is modeled in two regions as sketched in Fig. 2.
REBCO superconductors and their near air are modeled with H-
formulation, and the rest is modeled with A-formulation. Thus,
it is named H-A formulation.

A. H-Formulation

An HTSG has superconductors which feature a non-linear
resistivity defined with the magnetic field and temperature de-
pendent critical current density Jc(B, T ) by

ρ(J) = ρ0|J/Jc(B, T )|n−1 (1)

μ∂tH +∇×E = 0 (2)
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Fig. 1. Example of field currents during a short circuit of an HTSG [5].
The field winding is assumed always superconducting with no resistance during
the short circuit. The critical current is calculated from the Jc(B) curve of the
superconducting tape at a fixed temperature.

Fig. 2. Sketch of H- and A-formulation regions and their coupling bound-
aries in one pole pair. Only one pair of adjacent coil sides are modeled with
H-formulation while the far coil sides are both modeled with A-formulation
for calculating the induced voltage using the integral of Ez from (6). Top:
Illustration of cross section of a pole pair of an HTSG. The armature windings
are embedded in an iron structure external to the rotor with field coils made from
HTS tapes. See Fig. 3 for the configurations. Bottom: Zoom-in view of the HTS
coils modeled with H-formulation, in the form of sub-domains into which the
HTS tapes are homogenized.

J = ∇×H (3)

E = ρ(J)J (4)

with ρ0 = Ec/Jc(B, T ), Ec = 1μV/cm, μ is the permeability,
and n is the power index defining the steepness of the current-
voltage curve for characterizing a superconductor. Supercon-
ducting regions are formulated by the Faraday’s law in (2) and
the Ampere’s law in (3). The electric field E is calculated from
the current density J through the non-linear resistivity in (4).
The term H-formulation means using directly the Maxwell’s
equations without any potential. The n value determines the
resistivity of the HTS tape when J approaches or exceeds
Jc. Different HTS tape production processes may result in a
different n value. It is thus necessary to analyze the effects of
the n value. In this paper, Jc is assumed fixed with varied n and
its temperature dependence is neglected, meaning that Jc is only
dependent on the magnetic flux density B.

B. A-Formulation

In the A-formulation, the Ampere’s law with external currents
is solved for the vector magnetic potential A defined by the flux
density B. The electric field E is obtained from A by applying
the Stokes’ theorem. The total current density J is the sum of
the induced current density σE and the external current density
Je. The conductivity σ is a constant. Hence

σ∂tA− 1

μ
∇2A = Je (5)

E = − ∂tA (6)

B = ∇×A (7)

J = σE + Je (8)

C. Boundary Conditions

The coupling boundary between the H-formulation and A-
formulation regions is shared by the two formulations. As we
only need a two-dimensional model, the weak contribution
(9) holds on this boundary in the H-formulation [20]. In the
A-formulation, the weak contribution (10) holds instead. The
tangential component of the magnetic field strength in the two
formulations is defined by (11) using the field components in
H-formulation, where tx and ty are the x and y components of
the tangential vector t, respectively, at a point on the boundary.

H-formulation : Ez · test(H(H)
t ) (9)

A-formulation : H
(H)
t · test(Az) (10)

H
(H)
t = tx ·Hx + ty ·Hy (11)

The weak contributions (9) and (10) are imposed in the two
formulations, respectively, to couple their common boundaries.
H

(H)
t acts as the source for the A-formulation side of the bound-

ary and Ez = −∂tAz acts as the source for the H-formulation
side. The operator “test()” is to create test functions of a variable
for the weak form of finite element methods. See [20] for an
explanation of these boundary conditions.

D. Rotation

If the H-formulation is within the rotating rotor domains,
which is the case in our generator model, the electric field Ez in
(9) must be transformed to the rotating coordinate by

Ez = EZ + ωm(X ·BX + Y ·BY ) (12)

where the lowercase subscripts mean the coordinates of spatial
type (x, y), the uppercase subscripts mean the coordinates of
material type (X,Y ), and ωm is the angular frequency of the
rotor rotation. The H-A formulation with rotating domains and
the coordinate transformation are explained in detail in [20].

E. Current Density in H-Formulation

In H-formulation, external current densities cannot be applied
to the superconductor tapes where the resistivity is non-linear.
Thus, the wanted current density Jf should be applied to each
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tape domain Ω of the HTS field winding using pointwise con-
straints as

Jf =
1

S

∫
Ω

JzdS (13)

F. AC Loss Calculation

The AC loss of each pole of the HTS field winding is calcu-
lated by

Pac = ls

∫
ΣΩ

Jz · EzdS (14)

where ls is the axial stack length of the generator, and the end
winding is assumed to be neglected.

G. Resistance of the HTS Fiend Winding

The resistance of the HTS field winding can be separated into
two parts. One is the superconducting part rHTS and the other is
the current leads part rleads. Hence

rf = rHTS + rleads (15)

The latter rleads is constant, e.g. 20 mΩ, as an estimate
from [21]. The former rHTS contributes to all the AC loss so
it can be calculated from the equality

i2frHTS = ls

∫
ΣΩ

Jz · EzdS (16)

where if is the field current, and ls is the axial stack length of
the generator.

H. Homogenization of the HTS Tapes

Homogenization is applied to the HTS tapes to speed up the
computation. The multiple thin HTS tapes are homogenized into
multiple subdomains. The tape is 12 mm wide and 0.2 mm
thick. The number of subdomains is much lower than that of
the HTS tapes, e.g. 25 subdomains vs. 153 tapes (FIC), 100
subdomains vs. 749 tapes (NMR). Each HTS coil has 153
(FIC) and 749 (NMR) HTS tapes, the cross-section of each
coil side is divided to 25 and 100 subdomains, respectively.
Each mesh element of the subdomain has a uniform current
density. In [22], the homogenized model was concluded as a
replacement of the original tape-based model to calculate current
distribution and AC losses. For generators and motors where a
cross section model is used for simulation, the electromagnetic
transient behavior of the HTS coils can be calculated using the
homogenized model without adding a big computational time
load [22].

III. GENERATOR DESIGNS

Two HTSG designs are studied, both of which have an HTS
field winding on the rotor (at 30 K) and copper armature wind-
ings on the stator (at 393 K). One is a fully iron-core (FIC)
design (Fig. 3(a)) which saves the usage of costly HTS tapes but
increases the weight. The other is a non-magnetic-rotor (NMR)
design (Fig. 3(b)) where the rotor has no iron so as to reduce the
weight but much more HTS tapes are needed to excite a high

Fig. 3. One pole sketch of the HTSG. (a) FIC design. (b) NMR design.

Fig. 4. Concept of multiple converters with four armature segments [6].

main magnetic field. The FIC design has 24 pole pairs while the
NMR design has 16 pole pairs. Each HTS coil has two layers
(one double-pancake) and four layers (two double-pancakes)
for the FIC and NMR designs, respectively. To be used for a
10 MW, 9.6 rpm direct-drive wind turbine, the two generator
designs have the same rated power of 11 MW, rated torque of
11 MNm, air gap diameter of 6 m, and axial stack length of
2.643 m. To achieve the same generator size, the cross-sectional
area of the HTS coil of the NMR design is as large as 7 times
that of the FIC design. The effective magnetic air gap, being
the distance from the stator bore to the field winding, is fixed to
50 mm to accommodate the mechanical air gap, cryostat wall,
vacuum chamber, and thermal insulations. The stator slot height
is 120 mm in both designs. The stator slot fill factor is 0.5. The
number of slots per pole per phase is 4. The RMS value of the
rated stator winding current is 2.6 A/mm2. Considering a 30%
safety margin at normal operation, the rated field currents are
384 A/mm2 and 369 A/mm2 for the FIC and NMR designs,
respectively.

When the power of wind turbines reaches 5 MW, it will not be
wise to use a low-voltage power electronic converter (e.g. 690 V
– 950 V) but a medium voltage converter (e.g. 3.3 kV). When
the power reaches 10 MW, multiple converters may be used
to avoid a single big converter which converts the full power
and then each converter can be low-voltage. Each converter is
connected to one segment of the generator’s armature winding.
The number of converters or segments is usually 2, 3 or 4. The
topology of the converter and the armature segment is sketched
in Fig. 4. Standard converters limit the low voltage ratings in
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the range of 690 V to 950 V. Hence, the voltage rating can be
3.3 kV if only one big converter is used with the whole armature
winding. Four segments of the armature winding will result in
a rated voltage of 825 V. In this study, three armature winding
segmentation scenarios are compared for each of the generator
designs:

1) One full segment with rated voltage of 3.3 kV, being a
medium-voltage option,

2) Two segments with rated voltage of 1150 V (which may
not be practical but indicative for the comparative study), and

3) Four segments with rated voltage of 825 V, being a low-
voltage option.

With more segments, the impact of short circuits of a one seg-
ment on the whole generator will be smaller and the probability
of short circuits in more than one segments in the same time will
become much lower [8].

IV. MODELING OF SHORT CIRCUITS

The generator’s short circuit model is developed under the
following simplifications and operation condition assumptions:
i) The AC losses produced in the HTS field winding during
the short circuit fault do not increase the temperature. This
assumption will be checked in Section V-D. ii) The Jc(B) curve
and the resistivity of HTS tapes only consider the perpendicular
component of the B-field, i.e. perpendicular with respect to the
tape’s wide face. iii) When the generator has multiple segments,
the three-phase short circuit only occurs in one segment. iv) The
rotational speed of the generator does not change during the short
circuit fault. v) The electromagnetic shield is neglected. vi) Prior
to the short circuit, the generator is under no-load rated-speed
operation.

The phase currents ia, ib, ic and the field current if are
calculated from the following differential equations [23]:

[ua, ub, uc] =
d[λa, λb, λc]

dt
− rs[ia, ib, ic]− Lσs

d[ia, ib, ic]
dt

(17)

uf =
dλf

dt
− rf if − Lσf

dif
dt

(18)

whereλa,λb andλc are the flux linkage of three phases, rs and rf
are the winding resistances andLσs andLσf are the end winding
inductances of the stator and field windings, respectively. The
worse-case three-phase short circuit is simulated by forcing the
phase voltages ua, ub and uc to zero at t = 0 when the induced
voltage of Phase A, dλa/dt, crosses zero. The field winding
resistance rf is calculated by (15).

V. RESULTS

The characteristics of the HTS field winding, i.e. field cur-
rents, AC losses, are calculated with COMSOL Multiphysics
using the above-mentioned H-A formulation and finite element
models. The results contain data of five time periods.

Fig. 5. Field currents and critical currents during the three-phase short circuit.
(a) Varying n 1 segment, FIC design. (b) Segmented, n = 22, FIC design.
(c) Varying n, 1 segment, NMR design. (d) Segmented, n = 22, NMR design.

A. Field Currents

The variation of the n-value in the range between 19 and 25
does not have a significant impact on the field current if during
the short circuit, as shown in Fig. 5. This is mainly because
the total resistance of the field winding is low compared to the
high leakage reactance (Xσf = 145Ω for the FIC design and
Xσf = 164Ω for the NMR design) although the HTS resistance
has significantly increased (see Section V-C). The field current
exceeds the critical current shortly after the short circuit starts.
Then, the field current is hardly below the critical current in both
designs. The FIC generator design has a slightly higher peak field
current than the NMR design. More segments of the armature
winding effectively reduce the field current but lead to larger
ripples. The large ripples are caused by the field poles on the
rotor periodically passing by the short-circuited segment of the
armature winding on the stator. More segments also effectively
reduce the duration when the field current exceeds the critical
current, which results in a lower AC loss level as shown in Fig. 6.

B. AC Losses

The n value hardly changes the AC loss level Pac of the FIC
generator design but significantly affect that of the NMR design,
as shown in Fig 6. With the original n = 22, the AC loss level
of the FIC design is only 1/12 that of the NMR design. This is
mainly because the varying magnetic field is highly confined in
the iron near the HTS coils for the FIC design but extensively
exist in the HTS tapes of the NMR design. The total AC losses
of both designs are as high as MW levels but the high AC losses
do not persist long (shorter than one period). Such AC loss levels
may challenge the cryogenic cooling designed only for normal
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Fig. 6. AC losses during the three-phase short circuit for different n values
and different numbers of segments. (a) FIC design. (b) NMR design.

Fig. 7. Resistance of the superconducting part of the HTS field winding during
the three-phase short circuit for different n values and different numbers of
segments. (a) FIC design. (b) NMR design.

operation. More segments effectively reduce the AC loss level
for both designs. Then the total AC loss level may not be too
challenging especially for the FIC design.

C. Resistance of the Superconducting Part

As shown in Fig. 7, the resistance of the superconducting part
of the HTS field winding rHTS follows a similar characteristic
to the AC losses in Fig. 6 due to the relationship in (16). The
absolute value of the HTS resistance is quite low so that adding
it to the field winding resistance cannot reduce the field current
during the short circuit fault. As a reference, the current leads
have a resistance of 20 mΩ. However, these results are obtained
with the assumption that the AC loss does not increase the
temperature which will lead to further increase of resistance. If a
thermal model is included, the resistance level may be different.

D. Discussion

The rise of the field current may cause the current over
the critical current. For both designs with n = 22 and without

Fig. 8. Surface plots of the absolute ratio of field currents to critical currents
(J/Jc) when it is maximum during the short circuit. Coil sizes of both designs
are not under the same scale.

segmentation, the absolute ratio of the current density to the
critical current density (J/Jc) in the HTS coils is calculated.
The distribution of the ratio is plotted in Fig. 8 when the ratio
reaches it maximum during the short circuit. The majority of
the coil has a current density J near or over the critical current
density Jc but the excess is not much, e.g. max. 1.4 for the FIC
design and 1.53 for the NMR design. This over-current may
cause temperature rise due to the increase of resistivity during
the transition from the superconducting state to the normal state.

The temperature rise is checked with an analytic adiabatic
model for both designs with n = 22 and without segmentation.
This model uses the specific heat of the materials in the HTS tape
and the deposited volumetric energy due to the AC losses. The
energy is assumed uniformly distributed in the HTS coil, which
limits the accuracy of the model but enables rapid check without
a detailed thermal model. The calculated temperature rises are
3.9 K and 8.4 K, respectively for the FIC and NMR designs,
based on the operation temperature of 30 K. The temperature
rises are not as high as the AC loss magnitudes imply. The most
probable reason is that the AC-loss energy built up mainly in
the first period is low, and the volume of the field winding is
sufficiently large. This simple check also confirms that the NMR
design is more challenging regarding cooling of the AC losses.
However, the temperature rise will cause Jc to drop and then the
resistivity of the HTS tape (rHTS) to further increase (compared
with Fig. 7). This effect may then limit the rise of the field current
during the short circuit. A thermal model, which is more accurate
than the analytic adiabatic model, is needed to be integrated
to the current short circuit model. Then, the time-dependent
temperature rise will be calculated and, iteratively, the increasing
resistivity rf will influence the field current if in (18).

VI. CONCLUSION

A short circuit model of HTSGs has been developed us-
ing H-A formulation. The characteristics of the field winding
of two HTSG designs, i.e. fully iron-core (FIC) design and
non-magnetic-rotor (NMR) design, during a three-phase short
circuit fault are obtained by applying the developed short circuit
model. The n value of the HTS tape drastically affects the field
current for the NMR design. AC loss levels have been found
high. Dividing the armature winding into multiple segments
effectively reduces the field current and the AC loss in the HTS
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field winding when only one segment is shorted. In practice,
offshore wind turbines over 10 MW have already implemented
multiple armature segments. Thus, the transient AC loss may
not cause a sufficiently high energy deposited per unit volume
or significant increase the temperature. Choosing an HTS tape
with a low n value also helps lowering the AC loss level for the
NMR generator design but does not work for the FIC generator
design. A lower n may cause a different Jc(B) curve. In future
work, the effects of Jc(B) curves will be studied as well.

The resistance of the superconducting part of the HTS field
winding rises during the transient. The model in the paper
assumes that the AC loss does not heat up the HTS field winding.
A rapid analytical adiabatic check estimates that the temperature
rises by a few Kelvins so this assumption can be considered
valid. In future work, a detailed thermal model will be inte-
grated into the present model, thereby enabling calculation of
the temperature distribution, HTS resistivity distribution, and
temperature-dependent field current during the short circuit.
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